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Gulf Trading has been developing and producing sports surface for more than 20 years. Gulf Trading's Sport Flooring

systems combine a high technology content with the best playing comfort. People are always at the core of every project 

at Gulf Trading. Players, customers and partners are the key figures of each phase, from planning to project development. 

Perfection can be achieved only with new targets, from new materials to growth and development. To project means to 

progress and for this reason each single project is the core of our work. Passion, enthusiasm and rigor allow us to reach 

the highest results. The product is the result of the efforts we make at Gulf Trading. It represents all our decisions and 

actions. All of these efforts result in high quality standards. Gulf Trading's Sport Flooring systems offer the best solutions 

for sport surfaces, guaranteeing excellent playing standard, safety for players and long lasting surface. Gulf Trading 

produces high performance acrylic coating systems for all types of recreational use, suitable indoor and outdoor.

Our sport floorings are uniform and with excellent technical performances:
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Our Jogging Track comfort floor covering feels great underneath

for the joggers and is joint-friendly for the people on foot. Its Free

from heavy metal, and harmful substance. And most importantly it

has a nice performance level for aging; electrical insulation,

corrosion and impact-resistant

JoggingTrack

Features of ourJogging Track

1. Non-slip.

2. Outstanding grip.

3. Shock Absorbent

4. Better body control

5. Long lasting

(Extremely Durable; over 10 years)

6. Weather resistant

(All weather use; indoor & outdoor use)

7. Convenient to install and easy to maintain

8. Environmental-friendly, non-toxic, 

non-pollution and recyclable
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Environmental friendly 
and sustainable material

IAAF CLASS 1

(INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION) 
CERTIFIED

IAAF CLASS 2

(REGIONAL COMPETITION) 
CERTIFIED

Spike Resistant Force Reduction level

Our Jogging Track comfort floor covering feels great underneath

for the joggers and is joint-friendly for the people on foot. Its Free

from heavy metal, and harmful substance. And most importantly it

has a nice performance level for aging; electrical insulation,

corrosion and impact-resistant.

Gulf Trading UAE can walk you through the full project planning

process and will ensure you address each key criteria throughout

to achieve the best outcome. Generally, a well-delivered project

will consist of the following initial working stages: Identifying

what is the project aim? what is the budget? what are the site

constraints? Anticipated competition standard? What are the

sporting requirements? What are the additional infrastructure

requirements? Stakeholder consultation, specialist advice and

from all this, you can develop a solid project plan that will be sure

to deliver a successful outcome.

Gulf Trading top performing, elite full PUR, IAAF certified track

system made from environmentally, renewable resources. We take

great pride in Gulf Trading G-13’s base layer being comprised of

renewable resources. This is the track of the future and our

innovation is leading the way to helping our planet and your

athletes be successful.

This full PUR system has a proven spike resistant top layer, little to

no impact on force reduction properties over a wide temperature

range and has been formulated to resist UV and bio-degradation in

the world’s most demanding climates.

Athletic Track
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Artificial turf was installed at many inner-city playgrounds. Some schools and recreation centers took advantage of artificial turfs properties

to convert building roofs into "grassy" play areas.

We offer high-performance artificial Turf that meets every requirement of the following sports: golf, tennis, football and paddle.

Artificial Turf

Football turf performs always at the same 

high standards in all weather conditions for 

game factors, such as ball roll, shock

absorption and player comfort.

Multisport is recommended for heavily-used,

smaller-sized sports arenas such as those at

schools and community centers.

Golf: The turf feels, moves and looks just like 

real grass for a natural ball roll and realistic 

green speed. Our range of golfing artificial

grass also includes products such as collars, 

fairways, rough, car paths, and many more.
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Sport flooring systems based on acrylic resins are usually applied

onto bituminous binder, to avoid a set of problems related to rising 

damp, which are typical of concrete substrates. Gulf Trading's

answer to a successful application of sport flooring systems onto

cement surfaces. It is an innovative epoxy resin used as a primer to 

promote adhesion of acrylic coating to concrete and to stop rising 

damp.

Sport Acrylic Surface

AvailableColors

Red Dark Light Green Grey Sand White
Blue Blue
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Rubber flooring is perfect for a variety of resilient uses, such as in

gyms and health clubs. The material is resistant to weather and

wear, and also provides cushioning which is ideal in settings where 

physical activity is taking place. Rubber flooring does provide very 

good long-term value.

EPDMRubberPlaygrounds

Advantages of RubberFlooring

1. Water resistant

2. Resistance to heavy impact loads

3. Rubber floors are hard to gouge, scuff or scratch, 

giving them tremendous longevity.

4. Resistant to cigarette burns and chemical spills

5. Naturally resilient against staining, mildew and mold, 

so they look great for years.
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PadelTennisCourts

1. New group of young members and adults for this game

2. Differentiation for your club

3. Better retention rate of existing members

4. Better usage of land space

5. It is not physically very demanding

6. High fun factor

Padel Tennis has taken the world by storm. A combination of both squash and tennis, padel tennis has been gaining a lot of popularity lately especially within

the GCC region.

It is quite popular in certain places such as tennis clubs, sports & leisure centers, hotels, 

parks, golf clubs & residential communities.

As a mixture of both tennis and squash, padel tennis is only played in doubles. 

The court is half of a tennis court and is surrounded by glass & meshed panels. 

It is played with a tennis ball but with special racquet designed for this game.

The ROIon this game is quite attractive and we see the following benefits of this game:
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